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Assembly Opposes Proposed Tuition Increase

By Brenda Font
Hilltop Staff Writer

The General Assembly discussed the proposed tuition increase at its meeting Wednesday night. Howard University Student Association execu-
tives opposed the proposal and instead proposed a 6 to 10 percent increase of tuition, housing and meal plans.

HUSA President Marilyn I. Howard said the increase is due to the deficits in the executive account.

"We believe that this would increase tuition as much as ten percent," Howard said. "The increase would make tuition harder for the fifth year in five years."

The increase, which would have set in motion the one-week extension of the vote until the one-week extension of the vote until the vote would increase tuition as much as ten percent.

The increase in the executive account, this increase, was to support the addition of a technolo-
gy on campus. Howard also welcomed students to support the addition of a technolo-
gy on campus, currently being funded by the Howard University Student Association.

Also during the meeting, the Gen-
ter Assembly voted to draft a letter to Special Student Services, calling for assistance with any bad check

Several weeks later in Maryland, Howard's University Student Association has not yet decided on how much of HUSA's assistance will be used to provide any bad check

The General Assembly also

addressed the failure of the Howard Col-
lege's administration to provide any bad check

Bobbi Mays, who was not discovered until her death, was shot by a Howard University student who was found not guilty due to the prohibition of long distance calls for the ARMS.

Banneker Field Undergoes Renovation

By Steve Bann
City Editor

The closing of Banneker Field, located across the street from Howard's campus, has caused numerous questions from community members and Howard students.

"The grass on the popular neighborhood field was made up of love," Banneker said. "There were years gone by a new Howard University field or gymnasium. Two plans were drawn up to the city of Washington, D.C. and plan of its own for the field."

The D.C. Department of Parks and Recreation, asked by a $25 million budget from the mayor's office, is embarking on a series of renovations and improvements.

"Banneker Field represents a great beginning in that approach aimed at improving open space resources that enhance the quality of life in city residents," said Robert P. Sams, D.C. Recreation and Parks.

Banneker Field will begin its new life as Banneker Sports Park.

Marching Band Tells Fans to "Put It in Your Mouth"

Music is Stopped After Showtime Plays Controversial Song During Homecoming Half-Time Show

By Frank W. Pearson
Hilltop Staff Writer

The Howard University marching band was banned from traveling with the football team for the rest of the season for playing the song "Put It in Your Mouth" against Georgetown University in Washington, D.C, games as a Philip-

The highway increased in 1991 and forbids travel to the remaining games.

"The band serves as the ambassadors for the University," said Dr. James L. Ammon, Howard's special assistant to the president.

"They are the team and are expc-
tended to reflect the core values of the University." Dr. James L. Ammon, Howard's special assistant to the president, said.

Road members wanted to know

"If the song was so bad, why did they take too long to say something?"

"They could have told us back in 91 when we played FAMU, it was no appropriation," said Kaylene Evans, a second-year business and International Rela-
tions major.

"I just don't like the way they had to make it so cryptic," said Evans. "I would have done it another way.

"I think they're being too cautious in their approach aimed at both the renovation and improved open space resources that enhance the quality of life in city residents," said Robert P. Sams, D.C. Recreation and Parks.

Allocation of Student Activity Fees

An Issue for United States Supreme Court

By Carol Washington
Hilltop Staff Writer

Students who believe the university should have more control over student activities fees, decided to make their voices heard.

The university's Board of Trustees approved the student activity fees, which are expected to be between $55,000 and $65,000.

Student representatives, was to vote on the tuition increase. Without all its mem-

"I'm very excited, said Julianne Njoku, the student government head. "I just hope for the best," she added. "We know that in some cases, student representatives, was to vote on the tuition increase. Without all its mem-

"The band had decided to take the song out of the performance for the game at Morgan State, but that turned out to be too late," said Ammon. "And we don't have any technological program to change the song," said Ammon.

"They hate the song, and I hate that my senior year had to end this way," said Njoku.

Hate Mail Sent to Black Student Union, Leaders at the University of Maryland

By Richard Short
Howard Staff Writer

Racially-biased and violent threats were sent Tuesday to the Uni-
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The letter, sent by campus mail, was written by a student who had been living in Howard University residence hall.
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Voices and Views

Do You Support the Proposed Tuition Increase?

BRIEFLY KEPT

UT students and faculty are debating the viability of proposed tuition increases for the upcoming year. While some support the increases, others feel they are being overcharged. The debate has become heated, with both sides presenting arguments for and against the proposed tuition increase.

"I feel like it’s ridiculous because the money is not going to the students in the form of facilities. Supply us with what we’re paying for, then, after that, consider increases." - Chris Bean, sophomore policy science major

Wendy E. Blain

"It’s bananas. Students at University of Maryland College Park pay $5000 less and get more. If you’re going to take money from students, give back equally." - Malik James, sophomore, telecommunication and information systems major

The increases are unwarranted because they will not result in visible changes or improvements to benefit the student body. - Margarette Lanau, junior political science major

Time for a Bigger, Better Student Union?

BY MARK HAMIE

Students are becoming increasingly frustrated with the Student Union Center. They say the building is not as appealing as older student union centers. After all, what is there to do in here except for the College Park?" - A.A.A.C. President and Board Director, Jasaun Buckner, senior telecommunications management major

"I think that the school needs to do what it says it’s going to do when it comes to the student fees. I’m in favor of a tech fee only if technology improves on campus." - Jeanne Booker, senior telecommunications management major

UGSA Financial Advisor on Prohibition

"Yearbook and magazine production is not a legitimate cost for the UGSAs. The yearbook money is used to purchase things that the board members personally want, not for the benefit of the students." - Mike White, financial advisor for the UGSAs

"I believe that the student union needs to be modernized. The last time I visited downtown there was a student union that was very much like this." - Jasaun Buckner, senior telecommunications management major

Compiled by Eric Hall

CAMPUS

Constructive Improvements Underway

While Tuition Increases are Being Debated, Campus Enhancements are Underway

BY KELLY B. KERR

The increases and faculty cuts are not as bad as they seem. The administration is making improvements to the campus, such as new facilities and improved services. However, some students feel that these improvements are not enough to offset the increased tuition costs.

"Eric Hall explains that the university is not doing enough to improve upon the student experience. He argues that the administration should focus more on providing resources and support for students rather than increasing tuition costs." - Kelly B. Kerr, sophomore political science major

"I think that the school needs to do what it says it’s going to do when it comes to the student fees. I’m in favor of a tech fee only if technology improves on campus." - Jeanne Booker, senior telecommunications management major

Compiled by Hillary Staff

CAMPUS DIGEST

V.P. Elsey Contemplates Action in Hip-Hop Concert

There will be an additional action against Cash Money Records for breaching contract terms. Cash Money Records did not purchase the necessary equipment for Howard University’s hip-hop concert on November 18th. As a result, the concert was postponed.

"I think it’s important that we continue to support local musicians and artists. They bring a unique perspective to our community and help to strengthen our ties to the local music scene." - V.P. Elsey, vice president of Student Affairs

HU President Appointed to Fannie Mae Board of Directors

Howard University President is to be appointed to the Board of Directors of Fannie Mae. This is the latest in a series of appointments by the university to important positions in the financial sector.

"I believe that the student union needs to be modernized. The last time I visited downtown there was a student union that was very much like this." - Jasaun Buckner, senior telecommunications management major

Compiled by Hillary Staff
The Ninth Annual Brother's Wisdom Conference and the Howard University Libraries will host the event on February 4, 2000, at 2:00 PM in the Founders Library. The theme for this year’s conference is “The Millennium Man.” The audience will gather in the auditorium of the Founders Library to hear keynote speaker Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., discuss his essay, entitled “The Millennium Man.”

Dr. King will discuss the importance of unity among African Americans and the need for unity in the world. He will stress the importance of unity in the Americas.”

The audience will also have the opportunity to participate in workshops and discussions on topics such as leadership, community service, and personal development. The conferences will be held at the Founders Library, Howard University, Washington, D.C.

By Mark Harris, Jr.

Ninth Annual Brother’s Wisdom Conference & Howard University Libraries

Library to Offer ‘Forgiveness Days’ Leading up to Thanksgiving Break

"...As college students, it is hard to find the money for library fines, which can add up pretty quickly if you’re not careful.”

-Sophomore anthropologist major Christopher Hundley

By BY MARK HARRIS, JR.

Hilltop Friday, November 22, and Tuesday, November 22, 2000

"The Howard University Library system will offer in last years’ Thanksgiving Fine Days for the two days so that we will not be assessed library food records. Forgiveness Day is an annual library event where students will bring their overdue fines to the library in exchange for a clean slate."

Students attending last years’ event had the option to bring their fines to the library in exchange for a clean slate. The event was successful, and the library is hoping for an even larger turnout this year.

"I think that your fine is gone," he said. "We are still in the mad, theSubscribe to the Howard University Newsletter for updates on events and announcements related to the forgiveness days program."

Forgiveness Days is a policy that allows students to pay off their overdue fines through a clean slate. The goal of the program is to encourage students to return their books and avoid fines. The program is open to all students, and no books need to be returned as long as the fine is paid. The program is a one-time opportunity, and students are encouraged to participate.

"We are a library," he said. "We just want our books back."
Thanksgiving '99

Stuffing, Gravy and Turkey, Oh My!

Students Search for Ways to Battle the Holiday Bulge

By Cathy Frye

Staff Writer

The traditional Thanksgiving feast—fiddles, stuffing and turkey—presents somewhat of a challenge for students who are involved in health issues. Despite a sophisticated finance piece that said exercising should be a vital component of one's day, "Exercise should be like brushing your teeth," said someone on a magazine basic. Smith, who is a personal trainer, teaches aerobics classes at the American on Monday and Wednesday of this year in "Being healthy is the only way of not feeling the cold and the clothes in the fall holiday season," she said.

"That's the word I've heard," said another student. She added that she's in "work without pants to find the body shape before the holiday festivities begin."

Dr. Paul Cronin, Bison wrestling coach, adds that there's no "quick fix" for students who are concerned about their health. "Thanksgiving is a time for..." she added. "Do not eat too much, just be careful of what you eat."

Howard students are more concerned about their health during the Thanksgiving holiday. "When one should enjoy family time and worry excessively about gaining weight during the Thanksgiving break," she said. "Being in shape is very important." Smith said that one should not be "concerned about working out after the break."

Howard students are more concerned about their health during the Thanksgiving Holiday. "When one should enjoy family time and worry excessively about gaining weight during the Thanksgiving break," she said. "Being in shape is very important." Smith said that one should not be "concerned about working out after the break."

Another student said: "Don't worry be happy."

"Thanksgiving is only a four-day holiday break. Life is too short," she added. "We are looking forward to spending the holiday in the city." Melinda Carter, a freshman biology major, who is a D.C. native, said that her family will be coming from New York to spend the day with her. "We are having a big family gathering at my house," she said.

"Thanksgiving is only a four-day holiday break. Life is too short," she added. "We are looking forward to spending the holiday in the city." Melinda Carter, a freshman biology major, who is a D.C. native, said that her family will be coming from New York to spend the day with her. "We are having a big family gathering at my house," she said.

的学生们正在为感恩节寻找避免发胖的方法。他们正在努力控制自己的饮食，避免过于担心体重增加。"感恩节只是四天的假期，生活太短了，"她补充道。"我们期待着在城市中度过这个假期。"梅琳达·卡特，大一生物系学生，是纽约的本地人，她说她的家人将会从纽约来和她一起度过感恩节。"我们正在举行一个大型的家庭聚餐在我的家里，"她说道。""感恩节只是四天的假期，生活太短了，"她补充道。"我们期待着在城市中度过这个假期。"梅琳达·卡特，大一生物系学生，是纽约的本地人，她说她的家人将会从纽约来和她一起度过感恩节。"我们正在举行一个大型的家庭聚餐在我的家里，"她说道。"
Hilltop Roundtable with the Undergraduate Trustee

Undergraduate Trustee, Louis Sterling met with The Hilltop Editorial Board in a Roundtable discussion, Sterlin.

THE HILLTOP: What is your platform and what are the things that you are going to do if you get elected?

STERLING: That’s the second part of the answer. I think this is the platform that I have been developing for about the past four months. It’s essentially what I’ve been considering for the past month, because I feel that it is time that we get engaged on this campus. I think that we need to come together and work for the greater good of the entire student body. I think that we need to come together and work for the greater good of the entire student body. I think that we need to come together and work for the greater good of the entire student body.

THE HILLTOP: Is your platform that you talked about improvement of the student affairs program. How is that going?

STERLING: In regards to improvement of facilities, I don’t think that we’ve hit the next session. Initially, I am going to have a town hall meeting to discuss what initiatives are currently available on campus. It will be a great opportunity for students, faculty, and staff to express their concerns and ideas about how we can improve the facilities on campus. I am going to be holding a town hall meeting on Monday evening at 7:00 p.m. in the Student Union. I hope to see you there.

THE HILLTOP: That brings us to the next question. What do you think about the student trustee this year? Is this all that was going on in Jordan’s administration? And in hindsight, it has definitely put the status of the tenure on the agenda. As a student on the board, I am there to give my input on the student’s concerns rather than a student on the board, I am there to give my input on the student’s concerns rather than a student on the board, I am there to give my input on the student’s concerns rather than a student on the board, I am there to give my input on the student’s concerns rather than a student on the board, I am there to give my input on the student’s concerns.

THE HILLTOP: Do you feel that this can be intimidating to express your concerns on the board? I don’t think that it is the same as I am willing to do everything I can. I have a business plan and a letter that I submitted to the board. I am going to do everything I can to speak on the student’s behalf. How is that going? Undergraduate Trusteeship?

STERLING: I don’t think that it is the same as I am willing to do everything I can. I have a business plan and a letter that I submitted to the board. I am going to do everything I can to speak on the student’s behalf. How is that going?

THE HILLTOP: How is the student trustee communication?

STERLING: It is, I am still in the process of setting up the student trustee communication. I have been in touch with Vincent Johns, the head of the student affairs program. We have discussed a plan and a goal for the future. I am going to be holding a town hall meeting on Monday evening at 7:00 p.m. in the Student Union. I hope to see you there.

THE HILLTOP: What about the campus facilities?

STERLING: One of the things that I am working on is the improvement of facilities. When I look at the current state of the facilities, I see a need for improvement. I am going to be holding a town hall meeting on Monday evening at 7:00 p.m. in the Student Union. I hope to see you there.

THE HILLTOP: No, I did not attend your first town hall meeting. I am very interested in this platform of yours. How would you describe the facilities on campus?

STERLING: That was an interesting idea. The facilities on campus are not as good as they should be. I have had a town hall meeting on Monday evening at 7:00 p.m. in the Student Union. I hope to see you there.

THE HILLTOP: What about the student trustee communication?

STERLING: It is, I am still in the process of setting up the student trustee communication. I have been in touch with Vincent Johns, the head of the student affairs program. We have discussed a plan and a goal for the future. I am going to be holding a town hall meeting on Monday evening at 7:00 p.m. in the Student Union. I hope to see you there.

THE HILLTOP: If you support a tuition freeze with HUSA and the Student Council did any one of the things that you have talked about in your past comments?

STERLING: I don’t think that any of the things that I have talked about in my past comments have been taken into account. I think that we need to come together and work for the greater good of the entire student body. I think that we need to come together and work for the greater good of the entire student body. I think that we need to come together and work for the greater good of the entire student body. I think that we need to come together and work for the greater good of the entire student body. I think that we need to come together and work for the greater good of the entire student body.

THE HILLTOP: What other concerns do you have on campus?

STERLING: I don’t know if we have any other concerns on campus.

THE HILLTOP: How has the student trustee communication been going?

STERLING: It is, I am still in the process of setting up the student trustee communication. I have been in touch with Vincent Johns, the head of the student affairs program. We have discussed a plan and a goal for the future. I am going to be holding a town hall meeting on Monday evening at 7:00 p.m. in the Student Union. I hope to see you there.
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If you are a non-business major and you want to improve your marketability,

The Haas School of Business
at the University of California Berkeley
Summer BASE Program IS FOR YOU!
July 5 - August 11, 2000

Learn the fundamentals of:
• Accounting  • Marketing
• Finance  • Organizational Behavior
• Hands-on market & financial research
• Business related computer applications
• Effective communication & presentation skills
• Prepare for the corporate recruiting process

Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors will benefit from this rigorous, six-week summer curriculum that will include lectures, case studies, company visits, guest speakers and student presentations.

For more information, visit our website at:
haas.berkeley.edu/Undergrad/base.html
or contact us via email at: BASE@haas.berkeley.edu

Ad in a blank insert at HILLTOP, you'll call your own shots, make your own hours, and store your own potentially valuable business skills. With the Haas Business Administration Summer Program, you'll learn to turn your

associates' success. HILLTOP is a leading provider of supplemental insurance in the United States, with a

week from plans and world-class insurance programs, it's no surprise that John-Diede joined us as the

number one insurance company worldwide. If you'd like more information about career opportunities,
call 1-800-441-7777 or visit our Web site at www.hilltop.com

When it comes to your future, you make the call.

STARTING UNDER $10,000 — About $12,000 well equipped.

TOYOTA-101
MORE VALUE/LESS MONEY
INTRODUCING THE ALL NEW
TOYOTA ECHO

Starting under $10,000 — About $12,000 well equipped.

THERE'S AN ECHO OUT THERE! Great looks on the outside, great room on the inside.

Cruises the highway at 40 MPG...very thirsty. Power? Plenty! It's a 1.5 liter hi-tech 16-valve DOHC engine with variable valve timing (vvti) that kicks out 105 horsepower any time you want it. And best of all, Echo starts at just $9,995.

New Finance Plan thru Toyota Motor Credit helps those with limited credit history buy or lease a new Echo or Celica. See dealer for details.

Toyota real values. everyday.
www.gettoyota.com
The Standard OZm Over 100 years, 2001 Spyder model. Non-MFR recall inspection, an aig and generally quoted amount.
Haitian President Accuses Dominican Republic of Unfair Trade Practices

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti—Haitian President Jean-Bertrand Aristide accused the Dominican Republic of unfair trade practices at a meeting of the Caribbean Community yesterday, meeting with representatives of the 17-member group.

Aristide accused the Dominican Republic of taking advantage of Haiti by allowing free access for Dominican sugar producers to sell their product in Haiti. Aristide said he was pleased to support the Dominican Group's efforts to rectify such practices.

The Dominican Republic has been a major player in the Caribbean sugar market, and the two countries have a long history of trade disputes. The meeting was an opportunity for Aristide to express his concerns and work towards a solution.

New Mexico Governor Joins Group for Changing Drug Policy

T. D. HILL STAFF WRITER

New Mexico Governor Bill Richardson has joined the board of directors of Sensible Drug Policy (SSDP), a national student organization that is pushing to change United States drug policy. The announcement was made at a press conference in Albuquerque.

Richardson, who recently gave a speech at the University of New Mexico, said he is committed to changing the drug policy in the United States. He praised the SSDP for its efforts and stated that he is proud to be a part of the organization.

The SSDP has been active in its efforts to change drug policy for several years. The organization's agenda includes the decriminalization of illicit drugs such as marijuana, and they have been meeting with government officials to discuss potential reforms.

Alcohol killed 150,000 people last year. The health effects of tobacco and alcohol killed 450,000 people last year. I don't think you can just throw in the towel and say, 'We don't know of anybody that ever died from marijuana overdose.'

Gary Johnson, Governor of New Mexico

Gary Johnson, Governor of New Mexico, was speaking about the effects of alcohol and tobacco on public health. He emphasized the importance of addressing these issues and stated that the SSDP's goal of decriminalizing marijuana is a step in the right direction.

Prizewinning Venezuelan Author Visits Howard

By VALERIE THOMAS

Hilltop Staff Writer

Venezuelan author Ana Teresa Torres was in town yesterday discussing her new novel, "Condenada al Perdon," at events sponsored by Howard's National Student Leadership Conference (NSLC). Torres is a novelist whose works have been translated into several languages and have earned her international recognition.

"Condenada al Perdon" tells the story of a woman who is condemned to a life of prison for a crime she did not commit. The novel is a powerful exploration of the themes of justice and redemption, and it has been well-received by readers and critics alike.

Torres was excited about the tour and the opportunity to share her work with readers at Howard University. She spoke to a packed audience at the NSLC's book signing, discussing her writing process and answering questions from the audience.

Economic Citizenship Program Accused of Protecting Criminals

By BILL HAYES

Hilltop Staff Writer

The Economic Citizenship Program, a national student organization that is pushing to change United States drug policy, was accused yesterday of protecting criminals.

The organization was confronted by a group of protesters outside the NSLC's headquarters, and there were heated exchanges between the two sides. The protesters were upset by the organization's efforts to decriminalize marijuana and to push for legalizing drugs.

The NSLC is a national student organization that is pushing to change United States drug policy. The organization's agenda includes the decriminalization of illicit drugs such as marijuana, and they have been meeting with government officials to discuss potential reforms.
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The organization was confronted by a group of protesters outside the NSLC's headquarters, and there were heated exchanges between the two sides. The protesters were upset by the organization's efforts to decriminalize marijuana and to push for legalizing drugs.

The NSLC is a national student organization that is pushing to change United States drug policy. The organization's agenda includes the decriminalization of illicit drugs such as marijuana, and they have been meeting with government officials to discuss potential reforms.
Ricupero Discusses Socio-economic Disparity in Brazil

By KIMBERLY E. GEIS
Hillsboro Staff Writer

Ricupero, who visited Howard a little more than a year ago to discuss trade issues, stated that the problems of social intransigence and distribution of wealth in Brazil can be traced back to slavery. From 1539 to 1890, Brazil was a plantation economy because it was integrated into world trade systems. According to Ricupero, however, "this was only achieved on the basis of slavery and the plantation system. Production of popular exports, items that were essential to the burgeoning economy, was primarily derived through the labor of slaves. Ricupero stated that "Brazil is not so much an underdeveloped country, or poor, as it is unjust." Brazil, although economically developed, is still extremely unequal in respect to the treatment of its people.

According to Ricupero the many years of the fundamental interest of the government was to promote economic growth in Brazil. That attitude is beginning to change, however, and a broad movement to promote social and economic equality is becoming much more prevalent. The government understands that "you have to distribute wealth more proportionately in order to solve poverty problems," said Ricupero. Not only did slavery have an extraordinary impact on the Brazilian economy but people like globalization is also affecting the economy. Ricupero states that although globalization has been extremely productive in helping to bridge the economic chasm between the haves and have-nots in the United States, it "has increased the degree of inequality" in Brazil.

While America is experiencing a period of prosperity due to globalization, it has augmented differences inside nations and among nations. Ricupero suggested that the technological revolution and the interdependence of trade and investment has not been as successful in bringing about economic gains for other countries because it has exposed a certain degree of interdependence and interconnection. "One of the wise aspects of globalization is job insecurity. At one time people were confident that they would have a job for their lifetime, but now that feeling is not so pervasive," he said.

Ricupero believes that globalization is important, but he also believes that countries that are poor or unequal should be very developed about how they integrate themselves into the mainstream. Ricupero said that a country should be very careful about becoming too dependent on trade or investment, for this can be detrimental. "It is not the quantity of integration that counts but the quality. There can be much more than too much integration of a wrong kind," he said.

Ricupero said he is concerned by the economic imbalances present in Brazil and that he remains situated in his post to eradicate acute problems of underdevelopment and social and economic inequality not just in Brazil, but everywhere.

---

Join Mia Hamm in the 12th Annual Help the Homeless Walkathon

Mia Hamm 1999 World Cup Soccer Champion

November 20 • 1-877-WALK-HTH • www.helpthehomelessdc.org

---

Walk with us on November 20 and you can honestly say you helped Mia Hamm make a goal.
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The Buck Stops Here
No More Tuition Increases!

Our View
The University's proposed tuition and fees increase is outrageous and cause for students to unite in opposition.

Our View
Our low enrollment reflects that students will and do go elsewhere if unsatisfied with inferior facilities.

Our View
It is the duty of student leaders to blow the whistle on unproductive members of student government.

Blowing The Whistle
Under the shadow of corruption, it is nice to see the light of truth shine. Our hats off to the Undergraduate Student Council and the School of Communications Student Council for holding our elected student leaders accountable to the promises they made to the student body. The School of Arts and Sciences Student Council has set the wheels in motion to review the performance of two of its representatives, and USGA has given one of its members the ultimatum to act right or get out.

Letters to the Editor

How To Write Us
THE HILLTOP, the nation's largest Black collegiate newspaper, encourages you to have your opinions or articles published. THE HILLTOP will only publish letters addressed directly to the Editor as responses to published articles. THE HILLTOP editorial board reserves the right to edit letters for space and literary style. All letters must be typed, signed and include a complete address and telephone number.

Please Address Letters to:
The Editor
THE HILLTOP
2251 Sherman Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20001

THE MISSION STATEMENT
Produced entirely by the students it serves, THE HILLTOP is the newspaper of record for the Howard University community. Written by, for and about students, THE HILLTOP is the voice of the Howard University community.

THE HILLTOP
April O. Turner
Editor-in-Chief

A Place for Us

There are many reasons for Howard's decline in enrollment this past semester. One principal reason many people elect not to go here is a student-unfriendly environment fostered by the administration. Among the clearest evidence of the total lack of concern for the social and intellectual development of students is the failure to build a student union. Blackburn was too small when constructed in 1979, and it is even more obsolete today. Many colleges have better student facilities.

Nationally, universities compete to attract the best students, and constructing student unions and other recreational space is a part of the plan. Who wants to be in moldy Burr Gym? It's too old, and it's for the sports teams. Howard should stop counting on its old Jim Crow monopoly that forced black students to come here and really keep trying to make people want to enroll. Harry Fondulis might be a nice person, but students should not sit down and relax around Howard. The streets are unsafe. The dorms have no activity space. We deserve better, and since we are paying the school's tuition, we want just what they offer. We need our own unpoliced and unsafely space.
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In the New Black Mecca, Minority Program Raises Issues

Mark Harris

The Southeastern Legal Foundation has already brought suit to block the University of Chicago from conducting research on one of Atlanta’s city contracts, and there are indications that it is considering another suit. The foundation’s concerns about the impact of the University of Chicago on the city’s minority programs have already led to the cancellation of two contracts. In addition, the foundation has filed a lawsuit against the city that seeks to block the university’s bid on a third contract.

The foundation has launched its lawsuit in response to a series of developments that it believes will undermine its ability to protect minority interests. Among these developments are the university’s plans to expand its research programs, its efforts to reduce its reliance on city contracts, and its efforts to reduce its expenditures on Minority Serving Institutions (MSIs).

The foundation has filed a lawsuit against the city that seeks to block the university’s bid on a third contract.

The foundation has also filed a lawsuit against the city that seeks to block the university’s bid on a third contract.

The foundation has also filed a lawsuit against the city that seeks to block the university’s bid on a third contract.

The foundation has also filed a lawsuit against the city that seeks to block the university’s bid on a third contract.

Another Day, Another Dollar

Charles Coleman, Jr.

A landmark of the University’s highest plans and programs is its commitment to the student body. For the past twenty-five years, the University has placed a premium on excellence in its programs and services. This commitment has been reflected in the University’s recent growth and success.

Despite the University’s continuing commitment to excellence, there is a growing concern among some students that the University’s emphasis on academic excellence is not matched by a commitment to providing quality services.

In recent years, the University has made significant strides in improving its facilities and services. The new student center, the upgrades to the dining hall, and the new library are just a few examples of the University’s efforts to improve the student experience.

However, some students and alumni have expressed concern that the University’s focus on academic excellence may be at the expense of quality services. They argue that, while the University has made significant investments in technology, it has not provided adequate support for student services.

In addition, some students have expressed concern about the University’s policies on student conduct. They argue that the University’s policies are too lenient and that the University should take a firmer stance on issues such as academic integrity and discipline.

In conclusion, while the University has made significant strides in improving its facilities and services, there is a growing concern among some students and alumni that the University’s focus on academic excellence may be at the expense of quality services. It is important that the University continue to invest in providing quality services to its students while maintaining its commitment to academic excellence.

Cafeteria Not Up to Par

Russell E. Drake

F o r years, the Cafeteria has been a place where students can get a quick meal or a hot plate of food. But lately, the Cafeteria has not been living up to expectations. The food is consistently lacking in taste, the service is slow, and the cleanliness is a constant concern.

The Cafeteria’s menu is beyond unoriginal. It features the same old favorites: mac and cheese, chicken and rice, and hamburgers. The food is bland and uninteresting, and it doesn’t provide any real satisfaction. The dishes are often overcooked, and the presentation is lackluster.

The quality of customer service is also a concern. Employees often seem disinterested and unhelpful. When students try to get assistance with their orders or ask for additional items, they are often met with a lack of enthusiasm.

In addition, the Cafeteria’s cleanliness is a constant issue. The floors are often dirty, the dishes are not cleaned on time, and the lines are long and disorganized.

The Cafeteria’s problem is not just a matter of taste. It is a reflection of the University’s priorities. The University has invested heavily in its programs and services, but it has not prioritized the needs of its students. The Cafeteria is a fundamental part of the University’s student experience, and it should be treated as such.

The University should take action to improve the Cafeteria. It should invest in new equipment and resources to enhance the quality of the food and service. It should also work to improve the cleanliness of the facility.

In conclusion, the Cafeteria is a critical component of the University’s student experience. It is time for the University to take action to improve its quality and service. The students deserve better.
LAST FOOTBALL GAME
OF THE SEASON

GO BISON!! GO BISON!!

Coming off of THREE consecutive come-from-behind MEAC victories, the Buffalo Soldiers are aiming to finish the season strong!!

TOMORROW @ 1 PM

HOWARD vs Delaware State
in Dover, DE

Take a ride to Dover and cheer as the Bison take on the Hornets
IN THE LAST GAME OF 1999!!
Dress Warmly!!

Let's Support Our Teams!!

CHECK OUT

LADY BISON
VOLLEYBALL

The last games of '99...

MEAC Tournament at Morgan State
TODAY AND TOMORROW

HOWARD Plays its First Game Today @ 1pm
The Lady Bison are 9 - 3 in the MEAC!!

Take a quick ride up I-95 North to Exit #5, take Moravian Rd. east, which turns into Cold Spring Lane; follow it to the Morgan St. campus.

Division of Student Affairs
November, 1999
Student Follows Long Tradition Of Beauty

By Mari Juravski
Hilltop Staff Writer

Christine Davis

Nicholas Davis, a senior, always looked up to his older sister, Christine.

“She’s been my beacon, always looking up to her for direction, always trying to impress her,” Christine said.

“I’ve always known I was going to be a doctor.”

But when she was 15, Christine’s life changed. She was diagnosed with diabetes.

“It was an emotional time for me,” Christine said. “I was scared of the future, but I was determined to keep going.”

Over the years, Christine has learned to manage her condition. She now has a degree in medical laboratory science and is pursuing a career in health care.

“I’m grateful for every day I’m able to live,” Christine said. “I’m proud of how far I’ve come.”

--

Fashion Show Review

By Michelle Bow and Sarah Anderson

The annual fashion show, "Eleven: The Life of a Teenager," was held on Saturday, November 19, at the high school. The event featured a variety of fashions, including designer garments and custom-made clothing.

The show was organized by the high school’s fashion club, under the direction of Ms. Davis.

“The theme of the show was ‘Eleven: The Life of a Teenager,’ ” Ms. Davis said. “We wanted to showcase the creativity and talent of our students.”

The show featured a variety of outfits, ranging from casual wear to formal dresses. The outfits were designed by students, teachers, and local designers.

“We wanted to encourage our students to express their creativity and to think outside the box,” Ms. Davis said.

The show was well-received by both students and visitors.

“I was impressed by the creativity and talent on display,” said one visitor. “It was a great event.”

--

Social Evidence With “Light”

By Dr. John-John Williams IV

Tempo Grade: C+

A glinty "Light & Right" leads to the question of the impact of the film on viewers. Although the story may be a bit overly sentimental, it is still a touching tale of love and loss.

The film’s main character, John-John, is a young man who is on a mission to find his missing sister, Light. John-John embarks on a journey through the city, meeting new friends and facing challenges along the way.

The film’s message is one of hope and determination, and it is delivered in a way that is both heartwarming and inspiring.

Overall, "Light & Right" is a film that is sure to resonate with audiences of all ages. It is a story of love, loss, and the power of the human spirit.
Lil’ Cease: It’s Been A Long Time

BY TONY MARSH
Hilltop Staff Writer

The release of The World-Wide Cruiser 2 by Lil’ Cease, a 20-year-old Howard University broadcast journalism major, is due.

With dedication, style, and a powerful vocal style all his own, Cease is a symbol of how many people wonder if Lil, a native of Northeast, D.C., has always desired to become a singer, whatever in the world up to his entire project. He is obviously talented.

Hilltop Staff Writer

this CD should be poetry in motion. I dare not embark upon the idea that Cease does most of his own instruments, and who needed no intro (literally). who does most of his own instruments, and who

He was obviously a little peeved by 50 Cents’ reference to doing. He seems to think he was rapping. I’ll give him the benefit of the doubt and say that

he can’t tell whether he wants to be a rapper or a singer. He seems to think he was rapping. I’ll give him the benefit of the doubt and say that

needed no intro (literally). who does most of his own instruments, and who

Cease did establish a relationship with the iconic Queen Bee herself on “Play Around.” Kim spills her lyrics in

A different kind of music, this CD is. It’s a personal yet triumphant kind of music. It’s a personal yet triumphant kind of music. It’s a personal yet triumphant kind of music.

311 Gets Original with Sounds Like Whispers

BY NANCY JORDAN
Hilltop Staff Writer

So what is it with all the hoopla about 311? It’s a rock band. The band is about to release their sixth album, and the first thing that comes to mind is “What’s the big deal? I don’t even know who they are.”

While I was looking back at my notes, I realized that the band 311 does not consider itself a part of the “South Central Side” of music. They are more than just a rock band. They are a band that has been around for a long time, and they have a lot of fans.
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Jewel Shines Bright on New Christmas Album

BY MICHAEL COX
Hilltop Staff Writer

Jewel Shines Bright on New Christmas Album

In the tradition of her previous releases Pieces of You (1995) and厉 (1999), Jewel has created an album that could be described as a “Christmas Album.” However, Jewel Shines Bright on New Christmas Album
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Fashions of Jazzmen

Shemar Moore, 1940s jazzmen were the "urban thug" look. Derby hats, herringbone suits, and bright orange buttons defined a certain look that was iconic. These men were known for their sharp suits and distinctive looks. They were often seen wearing fedoras and carrying umbrellas, which were a symbol of their status and influence. The fashion of the time was a reflection of theiez culture, with a mix of colors and patterns that were unique to the 1940s. This look was not only popular among the jazz community but also among the general public, as it was a symbol of sophistication and elegance.
WE DO THE RESEARCH ON CELLULAR, CALLING CARDS AND LONG DISTANCE SO YOU CAN DECIDE WHAT'S RIGHT FOR YOU.

deide.com
WE COMPARE, YOU DECIDE.

THE END IS COMING

11/24/99

www.end-of-days.com
BUFFALO SOLDIERS’ LAST STAND

Hilltop Staff Writer

Saturday’s match-up between Howard and Morgan State, while more about catching the Bears’ firstibs, would have Howard lose the game. Bobby Townsend’s six-yard strike to Jevonte Phillips opened the scoring. Morgan State would score again, with freshman quarterback Marques Brown hitting senior wide receiver Avery Hilllop as a pass. Townsend continued to pick apart the Rams’ defense with a 30-yard field goal. Unfortunately, Howard failed to reflect the impressive statistics of the opening quarter.

The Bison Outrun Bears in Final Seconds, 42-38

By Tyrone McCaskill

Hilltop Staff Writer

student of the week

By durations

Adenuga Ogunsheye

As the final whistle blows in the third quarter, the Bison is still in the lead, 10-7, over the Bears. Morgan State went into the second half with 7-yard drive to start the scoring. The Bears were able to recover and score a touchdown.

Howard opened up the game with a punter to Howard. Jenkins proved his value to the Rams’ fifth-ranked defense when he signed as an uncleared free agent in my rookie season. I did not take any classes but I was focused on my studies and did not live in the dorms. He upset the number one and number eight. Jenkins and off of the football field.”

The athlete that he wants to emulate is the Panthers’ wide receiver Weslcy Williams. Jenkins cherishes every opportunity he gets when we make plays. I run having a lot of fun and I thank God for every opportunity. It was after these impressive awards that Jenkins became encouraged to continue playing football. As he continues to work at the Howard University Post, he continues in the summer. On Mondays, he goes to a local community center and runs sprints.

Adenuga Ogunsheye

As he sends the birdie over the net for the first time in his career, Ogunsheye was ecstatic. While he continues to practice his physical playing style, he adds that increasing mental toughness is key.

That time, he played with shoes and was a Nigerian Badminton Champion. He became a U.S. citizen when he was 18.

He continues to focus on his studies and not live in the dorms. Ogunsheye has had many obstacles that he has overcome to make it in the NFL. As he continues to work at the Howard University Post, he continues in the summer. On Mondays, he goes to a local community center and runs sprints.

AlLEN

Howard is a team that has been on a roll since football season started. The Bison has not lost in the MEAC and is currently ranked 22 in the nation. The team is looking to continue its winning streak against Morgan State on Saturday.

Morgan State had one last drive left in them. Thanks to a big punt, Morgan State had one last drive left in them. Morgan State had one last drive left in them.

Upon graduating high school, Ogunsheye attended Georgia Southwestern State University. After playing in relative obscurity in front of small crowds and partaking in minor college athletics, he was noticed by the NFL. He was invited to several NFL Combine and Pro Day workouts and was selected in the 5th round of the 2010 NFL Draft by the Atlanta Falcons.

That was my goal from the beginning of the season. I want to be a force in the SEC. Jenkins was there from 1993-97. Despite their lack of conference success, the Bison seemed to be one of the best teams in the MEAC. Morgan State had one last drive left in them. Morgan State had one last drive left in them.

Jenkins was a four-year starter at Howard and was a two-time first team all-MEAC selection. He earned All-American and All-SEC honors.

As a junior, Jenkins proved to be one of the conference’s best players. He finished the season with 12 tackles.

First-year coach Ron Hugher has led the Bison to a 3-0 record. The team is looking to continue its winning streak against Morgan State on Saturday.

Senior tight end Gary Grant received a pass and lost his balance. Jenkins proved his value to the Rams’ fifth-ranked defense when he signed as an uncleared free agent in my rookie season. I did not take any classes but I was focused on my studies and did not live in the dorms. He upset the number one and number eight. Jenkins and off of the football field.”

Jenkins was there from 1993-97. Despite their lack of conference success, the Bison seemed to be one of the best teams in the MEAC. Morgan State had one last drive left in them. Morgan State had one last drive left in them.

Upon graduating high school, Ogunseye attended Georgia Southwestern State University. After playing in relative obscurity in front of small crowds and partaking in minor college athletics, he was noticed by the NFL. He was invited to several NFL Combine and Pro Day workouts and was selected in the 5th round of the 2010 NFL Draft by the Atlanta Falcons.
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Chris Rogers

Former Bison Chris Rogers Makes Impact with NFL's Vikings

By WALLACE SPEVAK
Special to the Tribune

Former Howard University and current Minnesota Vikings' cornerback Chris Rogers is one of the finest cornerbacks in the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference. He has been selected for the Vikes' 25-24 overtime victory over the Chicago Bears on Sunday, Rogers' big play in a performance that sealed a victory for the Vikings. His interception of a pass that was intended for Bears wide receiver Althine Turner helped propel the Vikings into the playoffs for the second straight year.

Rogers' performance was one of the finest in the conference last season. He led all cornerbacks with eight interceptions, including one in the final week of the season that helped the Vikings reach the playoffs. His interception was one of the highlights of the Vikings' season, as they clinched their second straight trip to the playoffs.

Rogers is not a stranger to seeing Moss on the other side of the field. He was one of the two players who were able to make a successful tackle on Moss in training camp. He was a standout during training camp and was able to make a big play that showed he was ready for the NFL.

Rogers is not a stranger to seeing Moss on the other side of the field. He was one of the two players who were able to make a successful tackle on Moss in training camp. He was a standout during training camp and was able to make a big play that showed he was ready for the NFL.

The Vikings won 14-23 last season after losing to the 1998 NFC Champion Atlanta Falcons. This season, Rogers has been a big part of the Vikes' success. He has made several key tackles and has showed his ability to cover the best wide receivers in the league. His performance against Moss was a key factor in the Vikings' win over the Chicago Bears.
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IN THE SPIRIT OF THANKSGIVING
AMNESTY DAYS

STUDENTS CAN GIVE ALL OVERDUE BOOKS
BACK TO FOUNDERS AND UGL.

EXCEPT ARTICLES ON RESERVE!!

DATES: NOVEMBER 22 & 23, 1999
LOCATION: FOUNDERS LIBRARY

ALL FEES ARE FORGIVEN
SPONSORED BY: FOUNDERS LIBRARY
in conjunction with HUSA Executive Branch

WORLD AIDS DAY

ALL VOLUNTEERS ARE NEEDED!!

ORIENTATION SESSION
DATE: NOVEMBER 22, 1999
TIME: 5:00pm
LOCATION: Blackburn Center Forum

Students who volunteer are required to attend an orientation
session. If you need additional information please contact Dr. Carolyn
Goode at (202) 806-6972.

Sponsored by The University Student Health Center in conjunction with the Department of Health,
Physical Education & Recreation, the office of Student Activities and the Washington Free Clinic
Vanguard Cadre

Vanguard Cadre is dedicated to promoting freedom of thought and speech in this dark age of "political correctness." Vanguard Cadre is devoted to discussing issues of today that most activism seldom does not want to discuss. This publication aims to start a nationwide discussion about issues that are ignored in most major newspapers and mainstream media. It is intended to enlighten and challenge the Howard community. Principles (issue) will involve the Ethical Nationalism Question for African Americans, Pan-Africanism, Black Nationalism, the Fatherhood of Black Leaders, and the Struggle for Reform of African American Politicians and Politicians.

The Classic Notable Passages of Famous Writers of the Past Two Centuries.

Rudyard Kipling: Poetry dedicated to preserving poetical thought.
Noncom: Important insights of a few of our readers.
Ib relucta Critical Thought devoted to reading and action.

Headlines: Special Edition


Minors: Important letters sent to Vanguard Cadre editor.

Motto: Ignorance Is Not a Virtue and Intelligence Is No Vice!

Discover Mr. Marcus Garvey

A Pict to the New Black Students of Howard University

By Randolph M. B. Hill

Special To The Evening

I wanted to express my gratitude for something that I will never forget. My identity A. H. U. A. M. C. (African-American Men's Club, Prins.) I can understand why you may find this moment suspicious. This is the moment when we must define who we really are. Who we are and why we must work to maintain the identity A. H. U. A. M. C. (African-American Men's Club, Prins.).

I can understand why you may find this moment suspicious. This is the moment when we must define who we really are. Who we are and why we must work to maintain the identity A. H. U. A. M. C. (African-American Men's Club, Prins.).

Mr. Marcus Garvey is a man who has dedicated his life to the upliftment of the black man and his struggle for freedom. He was a man of great vision and determination. His legacy lives on today, as we honor him and continue his work. I urge each and every one of you to remember the words of Mr. Marcus Garvey:

"Black people must rise up and fight for their freedom. We must stop being content with mere progressivism, and must demand equality and justice for all."

Today, many Christians see AIDS as a test of their faith. They pray for those infected and say prayers for the healing of the sick. However, Mr. Marcus Garvey taught us that the struggle for freedom is a spiritual struggle. It is a struggle against oppression and exploitation. It is a struggle for the restoration of our dignity and our humanity.

We must learn from the lessons of Mr. Marcus Garvey and apply them to our own struggles today. We must stand together and fight for our rights. We must not be afraid to speak out against injustice and oppression. We must not be content with mere progressivism. We must demand equality and justice for all.

Mr. Marcus Garvey was a man of great vision and determination. He was a man who never gave up on his mission. He was a man who never gave up on his people. He was a man who never gave up on his dreams.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY JASON

-- Love

THE HILLTOP

HEADS WILL ROLL

Sleepy Hollow
TO CONSERVE A LEGACY

American Art from Historically Black Colleges and Universities

NOVEMBER 20, 1999 – JANUARY 31, 2000
Download the Soundsbig player. More music and more ways
to listen to it. Tons of channels. Integrated chat. MP3 and CD playback.
And get it all, without risking jail time.

IF IT WEREN'T FREE
YOU'D BE THINKING OF WAYS TO STEAL IT.

DOWNLOAD PLAYER NOW
www.SOUNDSBIG.com

©1999 SOUNDSBIG.com, Inc. All rights reserved.
Drop the remote and step away from the TV. Pick up the phone and get out of town on Amtrak. Because right now you'll save 10% just by flashing your student ID. If you're a member of Student Advantage you'll save even more. Better hurry, this offer ends soon. Call 800 USA RAIL or check out www.amtrak.com.

Trains depart from Union Station at 50 Massachusetts Ave. N.E.
The Emotional Impact of Tupac & Biggie Smalls in a Nutshell

BY BRANDO FORREY

I’m Friday night and there isn’t much to do. A Thieves’ Paradise situation. Friends have gone off to see a movie. They’re ridiculously wealthy. I’m not. I have all the money in the world but it feels like I’m dying. I have no friends, I have no money and I’m not wealthy. I’m just broke. Money means the world to me.

Somebody knocked on my door. It was Tupac Shakur. He had his crew with him. They were all trying to make it in the music business. We talked about our lives and our struggles. Tupac told me about his life in the streets. He talked about his love for music. He had a strong passion for it and he was determined to make it big. He told me about his family and how they supported him. He talked about his childhood and how he grew up in the inner city. His mother was a single parent and he had to work hard to support himself.

Tupac told me about his music and how it was a way for him to express himself. He talked about his lyrics and how they were a reflection of his life experiences. He told me about his love for Tupac and Biggie Smalls in a Nutshell.